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Name: Christopher Stone      Office Sought : VA House of Delegates District 13 

Please indicate whether you would support (S), oppose(O) or be undecided (U) about legislation that 
would: 

1. Restore the death penalty repealed this spring. 

S _____x______O____________U________ 

Explanation: Violent crime such as murder should have all punishment options including capital 
punishment 

2. Emergency rules, regulations or orders expire after 45 days unless the General Assembly takes 
action. 

S ___X________O____________U________ 

Explanation: I have been looking at similar laws in other States to prevent Executive overreach 
and will push for this if elected              

3. Re-enact criminal penalties for the recreational use of marijuana.  

S _____X______O____________U________ 

Explanation: To me, the marijuana issue is one of public safety given 50 years psychological 
studies have shown connections and causal linkages with violent crime. This should be re-thought.               

4. Prohibit Dept. Of Health from communicating with children about sexual issues without parents’ 
consent. 

S _______x____O____________U________ 

Explanation: Parents should be the ones to speak with their children on matters of sexuality and 
should have authority to exempt their children if public schools are mandated to teach contrary 
views from their own.               

5. Prohibit State from forcing anyone to get a COVID vaccine despite sincere religious objections. 

S ____x_______O____________U________       

Explanation: I believe that people should have the freedom to decide if they take a vaccine or 
not.               

6. Require employers to offer paid sick leave to employees working 20 or more hours a week. 

S ___________O____________U_____x___ 

Explanation: Not all small businesses can afford to do paid sick leave for part-time workers. This 
is something I would need more information on.   If this were to be mandated without looking 
into it more in depth, this could harm start-up small businesses trying to recover from COVID 
and government mandated shutdowns.             
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7. Establish Medicaid coverage of undocumented populations during COVID-19 pandemic. 

S ___________O_______x_____U________ 

Explanation: I am not a supporter of taxpayer subsidized medical coverage of illegal aliens.  

            

8. Require that hospitals, nursing homes, hospice and assisted living facilities allow patients to 
receive visits from a rabbi, priest, minister or clergyman upon request during a declared public 
health emergency. 

S _____x______O____________U________ 

Explanation: The whole point of the first amendment (free exercise) is that Congress shall make 
no law and States should not infringe upon this right either.     

9. Allow adult protective service workers to obtain protective orders for incapacitated adults 
subjected to an act of violence, force, threat or financial exploitation. 

S ____x_______O____________U________ 

Explanation: any citizen that is subjected to an act of violence, or threat of exploitation must be 
able to find protection.            

10. Repeal 2020 legislation allowing coverage of abortion in health insurance plans sold on Virginia’s 
Obamacare exchange. 

S _____x______O____________U________ 

Explanation: I am pro-life and will not support any legislation supporting it.           

11. Require a school nurse in every school building. 
S _____x______O____________U________ 

Explanation: I would prefer the school nurse be an RN. This should be reviewed by the budget 
abilities of the local school boards.     

12. Require every public school to give parents the option for child to attend school in-person. 

S _____x______O____________U________  

Explanation: Schools should re-open immediately. If parents want to keep their kids at home, 
that’s their prerogative, but it will benefit them more to be in the classroom with their teachers and 
peers.  

13. Offer tax credits for donations to scholarship funds to enable low-income students to pay for 
private school tuition or curricula for home-schooling. 

S ______x_____O____________U________  

Explanation: School type should be the choice of the parents.     

14.  Require family life education curriculum to include viewing a live ultrasound of an unborn baby. 

S _____x______O____________U________  
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Explanation: yes it should be seen at all levels of development. Also the 3D imagery is good too.   

15. Require teacher and principal evaluations to include an evaluation of “cultural competency.” 

S __________O______x______U________ 

Explanation: I do not support any of the CRT or “cultural competency” push. We have a 
distinctive American culture that is based on ideals not on ethnicity, race, or other items used to 
divide the citizenry of Virginia and the United States.  Those ideals are what make us Americans. 
Those should be taught as requirements for teachers and students.   

         __cms_______  
         Initials   
            
            
            

16. Reduce the total number and type of required Standards of Learning assessments to the 
minimum federal requirements. 

S __________O_________x___U________ 

Explanation: I believe that the standards we hold for our students should be high. We should not 
push our students towards mediocrity. Our testing should be used to measure progress and teachers 
should not be “teaching the test”. If students are not getting it, then these tests should be leveraged to 
improve school quality.  

17. Provide State funded transportation services for students attending private and parochial 

schools.            

S __________O_______x_____U________ 

Explanation: There are ways to address this without new tax-payer funded programs. Private 
organizations can be formed, contracts can be levied through the private schools, or volunteer 
organizations can be created. I don’t believe this should be state-funded.    

18. Expand Tuition Assistance grants to undocumented college students receiving in-state tuition 
rates. 

S __________O______x______U________ 

Explanation: I am not sure that any illegal alien should be allowed to attend schools in the 
Commonwealth, either Primary, Secondary, or Higher Education. Tuition assistance and loans should be 
offered to qualified citizens and those coming legally on student visas as exchange or college students.   
             
     

19. Prohibit the carrying of firearms in public spaces. 

S __________O______x______U________ 
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Explanation: There needs to be wisdom exercised here. I believe that if a citizen has the right to 
bear arms. Teaching responsible carry would be preferred than to prohibit this. Criminals don’t care, and 
there are plenty of evidence to show that conceal and carry have saved lives.  

20. Amend the Constitution to automatically restore the right-to-vote to felons who have served 
their sentences. 

S __________O______x______U________ 

Explanation: The data does not support this notion of felons being “rehabilitated” after their 
sentence. 75% end up committing violent crimes within 1-5 years of getting out of prison. The 
punishment must remain for felons. They may be “reformed” but the consequences must remain. It 
does for the victims of their crimes.     

21. Allow the public to obtain inactive criminal investigation files under the Freedom of Information 
Act. 

S _____x_____O____________U________ 

Explanation: Unless there is a credible reason or law protecting these files, FOIA is there to 
enable a more transparent government.       

22. Repeal laws that allow foster care/adoption agencies to place children with persons who share 
the same beliefs or to place children only in homes with a female and male parent (rather than 
same sex couples). 

S __________O____x________U________ 

Explanation: I believe foster and adoption should be towards nuclear families that are stable and 
share common values.  

 Initials ____cms____  

23. Expand nondiscrimination laws (and lawsuits) to persons who hire part-time employees to work 
in the home, including babysitters.  

S __________O_____x_______U________ 

Explanation: Babysitters and nannies should be hired at the discretion of the family, not the 
government.     

24. Repeal the provisions of Virginia’s Constitution that define marriage as a union of a man and a 
woman. 

S __________O_______x_____U________ 

Explanation: These must be supported as key to the foundations of civilization and good order.    

25. Add to the Constitution express recognition of marriage between individuals of the same sex. 

S __________O______x______U________ 

Explanation: Marriage is between one man and one woman.   

26. Prohibit the abortion of babies after 20 weeks in the womb. 
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S ____x______O____________U________ 

Explanation: I oppose abortion at any time.     

27. Repeal the common-law crime of suicide. 

S __________O______x______U________ 

Explanation: Suicide should be opposed not encouraged    

28. Allocate Virginia’s electoral votes to the presidential candidate who wins the national popular 
vote, even if not the candidate Virginia voters choose. 

S __________O____x________U________ 

Explanation: Virginia should speak for itself. This is how the Constitution is crafted. The States 
made the Federal Constitution, not the other way around.    

29. Forbid construction of power plants fueled by fossil fuels. 

S __________O_____x_______U________ 

Explanation: There are ways to have clean varients using what we have here in VA (natural gas 
and nuclear power) 

30. Reinstate the estate tax (“death tax”). 

S __________O_____x_______U________ 

Explanation___________________________________    

31. Increase income tax rates to fund school construction and law enforcement salaries. 

S __________O____________U___x_____ 

Explanation: I think we should pre-prioritize the tax funds we already get to what is most 
important. We are taxed too much as it is.    

    
  Initials____cms_____ 

 

32. Amend the Constitution to vest the appointment of judges in the Governor, subject to legislative 
confirmation, instead of in the General Assembly as is currently the case. 

S __________O_____x_______U________ 

Explanation: Keep it as it is in the Constitution.  

33. Decriminalize assisted suicide.  

S __________O_______x_____U________ 

Explanation: Not a supporter of this   

34. Require public schools to permit students to use bathrooms and locker rooms assigned to  those 
with whose gender they identify, rather than those of their biological sex. 
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S __________O______x______U________ 

Explanation: Should be by biological sex.  

 

 

Name ____________________________________  Date ___________________________ 


